
 

  
 

Brand: Exteriors

SKU: Z2604-88 

Name: 

Collection: Pyrmont

UPC: 647881157883

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product ID: 2310721
Light Source: Medium Base
Glass: Water Glass
Finish: Oiled Bronze Gilded
Style: Transitional
Backplate Dimension
String:

5.5'' W x 5.9'' H

Height: 14.63"
Width: 5.51"
Extends: 6.783"

Mounting: Wall Mount
Bulbs: 1
Max Watts: 60 Watt
Warranty: 1 Year
Listing: cULus
Location: Wet
Bulb Base: Medium Base
Shipping: L:9.06"

Z2604-88 - Exteriors

Craftmade Brands is proud to present this decorative outdoor wall light, by Exteriors. The Z2604-88 is made
from premium materials, this Outdoor Wall Light offers great function and value for your home. This fixture is
part of Exteriors's decorative Pyrmont Collection, so make sure to check out other transitional fixtures to
accessorize your room. 

Exteriors Outdoor Lighting is a new brand encompassing Craftmade's extensive array of lighting fixtures
meant for outdoor use. Lanterns, pendants, pocket lanterns, post heads, poles and other accessories provide
lighting professionals with fresh new designs, including several series that are ENERGY STAR®-certified and
Title 24-compliant. Selected designs coordinate with outdoor fans from Ellington Fans and Craftmade Fans,
and pushbuttons from Teiber Products. Most every series in the Exteriors line has three sizes of lanterns, a
hanging pendant and a post head. Built for beauty and years of maintenance-free use, Exteriors Outdoor
Lighting is made of die-cast and sand-cast aluminum components that offer superior durability against the
elements. The finishes are treated with a UV guard that impedes fading. Back plate designs make for easy
installation, a feature contractors especially appreciate. Re-lamping is designed to be a snap, too. As demand
for fashion-driven exterior lighting has grown, the market is awash in product, but few lines compare to
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for fashion-driven exterior lighting has grown, the market is awash in product, but few lines compare to
Exteriors Outdoor Lighting and all it has to offer lighting professionals. Retail display programs, employee
training and national brand advertising are among the benefits of selling Exteriors Outdoor Lighting from
Craftmade.
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